Add Document Intelligence to Your RPA

Ephesoft Transact, the leading smart document capture platform, provides intelligent document classification and data extraction, which can be appended to any robotic process automation (RPA) solution. RPA systems “watch” the behavior of users or operators performing clerical capture and routing tasks and learn to recreate those actions based on different aspects of the task, information collected, document types, content source and other processes. Ephesoft’s patented machine learning technology for documents makes unstructured data accessible and actionable, extending the capabilities of a RPA tool by providing a more complete picture of the information being processed.

OCR, Classification & Extraction: Platform for Intelligent Automation

Ephesoft’s Smart Capture® application can integrate with RPA in two ways:

- As a document and data onramp – Ephesoft Transact can ingest documents from a broad variety of sources, including scanners, copiers, fax servers, folders, mobile devices, content services platforms and more. As documents are processed, the resultant data can be passed to an existing RPA process.
- Through Web Services APIs – With a full suite of macro and micro services, Ephesoft Transact can be called mid-process to provide valuable document insight through classification and data extraction.
About Ephesoft and RPA

Ephesoft works with some of the leading RPA tools in the industry. Financial institutions are already using Ephesoft Transact with RPA for a variety of use cases, including new account openings, loan approvals and trade finance. Our application’s flexibility and ease of integration creates a powerful smart automation platform for any organization.

Ready to build? Contact us today for more information at info@ephesoft.com or visit ephesoft.com.